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EYELASH &
EYEBROW
TINT

The brand Refectocil has been successful
for over 70 years and is represented in
over 50 countries worldwide. Offering
hairstylists, beauticians and make up
artists a high performance partner
whom they can trust.

Their success story
is constant thanks
to
high
quality
production, innovation
and the best possible
range of eyebrow and
eyelash tints ensuring
that the end-customers
are even more satisfied
and “bringing out the
best in their eyes”.
Continually striving to offer the best quality
products, with constant trend scouting and
training on an international scale, guarantees
that RefectoCil is always able to meet changes
in market demand.

Introducing the completely NEW 2 step tinting
system – RefectoCil Sensitive - that allows you
to tint eyebrows and eyelashes in only 3 minutes
with colours based on plant extracts.

and is suitable for medium to dark brown hair
Medium Brown: tints light brown to dark blond
hair in a warm brown
Light Brown: tints light hair in a soft brown.

This breakthrough innovation on the market of
eyelash and eyebrow tint allows you to offer the
perfect tinting service for clients with sensitive
skin and eyes, they too can now have beautiful,
accentuated eyes – day and night.

Particularly, long, thick and glossy eyelashes
accentuate the eye area. Nourished, beautifully
formed and emphasised eyebrows frame the
face perfectly and are a current “must-have”.
Of course RefectoCil would like to give every
woman natural beauty, 24-7 completely without
using make-up. Lasting up to 6 weeks, the
RefectoCil product range is making this dream
come true.

Dermatologically and ophthalmologically
tested, the range comes in 4 colours:
Black: tints every hair in a rich, pure black and is
suitable for lashes and very dark brows
Dark Brown: tints every hair in a dark brown

www.refectocil.com.au

